The paper is concerned with a comparison of the properties of RF coils of three configurations for MRI measurements on small animals. In comparison with the classical saddle coil the proposed modification of slotted-tube coil exhibits identical homogeneity of B 1 field in a larger space. The parallel-plate coil has a satisfactory homogeneity of B 1 field over the whole internal space. The signal-to-noise ratio measured for all three coils is roughly the same and is given by the magnitude of RF pre-amplifier noise. As the slotted-tube and parallel-plate coils have a lower inductance compared with the saddle coil, they can be tuned to resonance on the 200 MHz frequency even at larger dimensions. The results show that the parallel-plate coil has very good properties for the measurement of small animals.
INTRODUCTION
HE MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) system, which can produce high-quality images in an arbitrary cross section of the human body, has been recognized as a new powerful technique for medical diagnosis and has gradually come to be employed in practical situations. In the MRI system, an RF probe is used to emit a uniform RF magnetic field over the human body and receive the magnetic resonance signal from the body for imaging.
Several kinds of RF probes have been developed. The transverse electromagnetic birdcage resonator is commonly used for MRI. The characteristics of the birdcage resonator, including the effects of a conducting shield, have been analyzed by using the boundary element method. In this work a multiconductor transmission line (MTL) model is developed and successfully applied to analyze a 12-element unloaded and loaded microstrip line transverse electromagnetic (TEM) resonator coil for animal studies [1] . To produce a uniform B 1 field along the coil (z-direction), a multi-section alternating impedance microstrip element was investigated in Akgun [2] . The widths of the microstrip line are varied to produce an alternating low-high impedance configuration. Simulation and experimental results are compared to microstrip resonant elements.
The slotted-tube resonator (STR) is also used for MRI applications [3] - [6] . Many efforts have been made to analyze the EM parameters of the slotted-tube resonator in order to show the properties of the probe and design an optimum structure [3] , [6] . In Ben Ahmed and Feham [7] , [8] rigorous analytical expressions for the EM parameters of the shielded STR with a circular cross section have been obtained using the finite element method (FEM) and method of moments (MoM) in two dimensions, but without taking into account the influence of the thickness of the STR.
A saddle RF coil is used in MR systems. Single-channel systems [9] , [10] require an arrangement of coils that covers the full field of view (FOV) of the imaged object. It is an important consideration to obtain a uniform and complete image of the object.
Traditional clinical 1.5 T magnets are being replaced by 3 T, while research magnets of 7 T, 8 T, and 9.4 T referred to as high field magnets are being used for animal and human experiments [7] - [14] . The great appeal of high field MRI is its improved image quality and resolution [15] . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) correlates in approximately linear fashion with field strength, being roughly twice as large at 3 T as at 1.5 T [16] .
A parallel-plate waveguide was built and used to acquire images of a healthy volunteer's leg at 3 T on a clinical MR imager [17] . Waveguides have been successfully used to generate magnetic resonance images at 7 T for whole-body systems [18] . From these results, it has been established that waveguides are only suitable for 7 T systems with wide bores of at least 60 cm. This is mainly due to the cut-off frequency of the cylindrical waveguides used. To overcome this limitation, a parallel-plate waveguide was employed since its cut-off frequency depends on the separation of the plates. Zanche [19] has investigated the possibility of increasing the SNR and homogeneity of the RF magnetic field B 1 , to characterize microfluidic flow with direct detection. To enable this, he used a parallel-plate RF resonator with pure phase spatial encoding.
A uniform B 1 and a strong B 1 per unit current are critical for magnetic resonance imaging. To design a modified RF probe resonator, numerical simulation in a wide-frequency band is often required. The parallel plate resonator has been well investigated in non-MR research areas [21] , [22] , and the magnetic field B 1 (r) between the parallel plates has been shown to be homogeneous [20] , [24] .
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The aim of this work is to modify the slotted-tube resonator [6] and propose a parallel-plate RF coil for MR microscopy and measurement of small animals or plants. Characteristics such as the homogeneity of the RF magnetic field and achievable signal-to-noise ratio are better compared with the classical saddle coil. Some theoretical results are compared with the measured data to confirm the validity of the present simulation.
To compare the modified slotted-tube resonator and parallel-plate RF coil with the classical saddle coil, an analysis of the RF magnetic field was performed for all the above coil configurations, using the numerical analysis. The result of the analysis was an optimum coil configuration with a minimum inhomogeneity of the field B 1 , which is shown in Fig.1 . For the purpose of experimental comparison, three MR probes were made with coils as per Fig.1 . The saddle coil was made of silver-plated copper conductor of 1.4 mm in diameter. The slotted-tube and parallel-plate coils were made of silver-plated copper foil 0.05 mm thick. The coil angle Φ was optimized via numerical calculation to obtain minimum inhomogeneity of B 1 and is Φ = 70°. This value is in agreement with the result given in [6] .
For all the RF coils, the B 1 field maps were measured using the MRI methods, and compared with numerical calculation. Two main criteria were used in the comparison, namely the magnitude/size of the space of field inhomogeneity below ∆B 1 < 10 % and 20 %, and the size of the signal-to-noise ratio in the image. For applications of RF coils in MR experiments in which phase MR images are used the maximum phase deviation in the image was evaluated.
METHOD
The numerical analysis of the EM field of coils was solved in two ways: first as an electromagnetostatic model and then as an RF model. The concept of magnetostatic numerical analysis has been described in [23] . The advantage of the electromagnetostatic model is its simplicity and good solution convergence in the analysis. The electromagnetostatic model can only be used in cases when the wavelength of the EM field is much larger than the coil under analysis. If the magnitude of the EM field wavelength comes close to the coil dimensions, the numerical analysis results will no longer correspond to the actual EM field distribution. The geometry of numerical RF analysis of planar singleturn coil is given in Fig.3 . The geometric configuration of the model is made up of a coil, which is formed by the vacuum. The boundary conditions of this coil are defined as an impedance medium and are represented by (1) , where µ is the permeability, ε is the permittivity, H is the magnetic field intensity, E is the electric field intensity, γ is the electric conductivity, ω is the angular frequency, and n is the normal vector.
EM field excitation is provided using a port with lumped parameters. The coil is complemented with additional capacitance for tuning the resonance frequency f r to the frequency of NMR system f = 200 MHz. The coil is placed in the computation space and this space ends in perfectly matched layers (PML). PMLs prevent reflections and thus simulate an open space.
In the first part of the RF model the Eigen-frequency analysis was used to determine the first resonance frequency f r of the coil being modeled. Based on this analysis, the magnitude of additional capacitance was defined for tuning the resonance frequency f r to the frequency of the NMR system. Additional capacitance was defined as elements with defined relative permittivity ε r .
When solving the Eigen-frequency analysis, equation (2) was used, where the imaginary part represents Eigenfrequency, and the real part represents attenuation.
In the second part of the RF model the wave equation (3), where k is the wave number, and the Maxwell equation (4) were used in the analysis of the high-frequency electromagnetic field of the coils defined. Where S and S 0 are the intensities in the image for tilt angles of 45° and 90°, respectively.
EXPERIMENT
The result of calculating the map of magnetic induction B 1 (x, y) of all the coils according to Fig.1 . and using the EM method is given in Fig.4. The maps of B 1 (x, y) are in the center of the coil (z = 0) in a plane perpendicular to the coil axis. Fig.5 . gives the isolines of the field B 1 , with the maps being normalized to the value B 1 in the center of the map. The levels of field B 1 are 0.8 B 1 , 0.9 B 1 , B 1 , 1.1 B 1 , and 1. 2 B 1 . One sample was measured by all the coils, which was a cylinder with a diameter of 20 mm and a length of 40 mm, filled with a solution of deionized water of the following concentration: 1 liter of water, 1.2 grams of NiSO 4 and 2.6 grams of NaCl in order to shorten the relaxation times to T 1 = T 2 = 130 ms. The sample takes up the whole space of the RF coil because in order to compare the RF coils, we want to measure the map of field B 1 over the whole cross section inside the coil. The spin-echo method (T E = 17 ms, T R = 1s) was used to measure 11 transversal slices 2 mm thick and 5 mm apart from each other. The FOV size/magnitude was 30x30 mm (128 x 128 px). In the calculation of the map of B 1 according to (5) , two images with tilt angles α = 45° and 90° were measured. Fig.6 . gives B 1 field maps for all the configurations of RF coils. Fig.7 . shows the isolines of field Evaluated from the maps of field B 1 were the signal-tonoise ratio, size of the homogeneous circular and rectangular area for 10 % increase and decrease of B 1 , and for the maximum phase change in the image. The results are summarized in Table 1 . Using the parallel-plate coil the spin-density MR images of biological tissues (chicken wing and euphorbia) taking up the whole space within the coil were measured. The SE method was used, with echo time T E = 17 ms, repeat time T R = 3 s, slice thickness 3 mm, field of view 40 x 40 mm, 256 x 256 px for the chicken wing and 30 x 30 mm, 128 x 128 px for euphorbia. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio of the mean value of image intensity in a selected space to the standard deviation of noise in the space outside of the image. It follows from the measurement that the signal-to-noise ratio obtained is roughly the same for all the coils. Table 1 gives the active resistances R and inductances L of all coils with inserted sample, measured on an RLC analyzer for the frequency f = 200 MHz. From the measurement it follows that the image noise is not due to the noise of the active resistance of RF coil but is given by the properties of the MR preamplifier. The inductances of slotted-tube and parallel-plate coils are markedly lower compared to the saddle coil. Both these coils can therefore be tuned at the 200 MHz frequency even for larger dimensions and they can be used, for example, to measure small animals.
The homogeneous space for the parallel-plate coil on a circle of 20 mm in diameter is smaller than + 10 % of B 1 . The inhomogeneous phase in a circular space of 20 mm in diameter is up to 10°. From both the experimental measurement and numerical modeling it is evident that for the measurement of small animals and biological objects the parallel-plate coil is of greater advantage than the saddle or slotted-tube coil.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents a comparison of the properties of RF coils of three configurations for MRI measurements on small animals. The two newly proposed configurations, modified slotted-tube and parallel-plate coils, have under identical homogeneity of field B 1 a larger exploitable application area (field of view). The two RF coils have the same SNR, which is due to the noise of RF pre-amplifier. Since the slotted-tube and parallel-plate coils have a lower inductance compared with the saddle coil, they can at large dimensions be tuned to resonance at the 200 MHz frequency even if they are of larger dimensions. Results of the comparison indicate that the parallel-plate coil is of advantageous properties when measuring small animals.
